THE OCEANA FIRE PIT LOUNGE COLLECTION

OCEANA FIRE PIT COLLECTION:
Ease into blissful comfort with the Oceana 6-Piece Lounge Set by
Hanover Outdoor. This collection includes a deep-seating loveseat,
two matching armchairs, two cushioned ottomans, four lumbar
pillows and a LP gas fire pit. Perfect for year-round use, this set
includes everything you need to create a casual seating space in the
comfort of your own backyard. Inspired by the soothing allure of the
ocean, this collection features elegant swirled accents, coastal fabric
options and extra-plush cushioning that will sweep you away in total
comfort. Spend your days lounging comfortably under the sun, and
by nightfall, ignite the fire pit to create a cozy setting for hours of warm
conversation. The fire pit doubles as a coffee table and includes a
lid to cover the burner when it’s not in use. Where premium comfort
meets outdoor durability, this set instantly creates a serene lounge
space that family and guests can enjoy year after year.
ITEM

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

ARM CHAIR

32.50”L x 27.50”W x 34.00”H

29.67 lbs.

FIRE PIT TABLE - STONE TOP

43.82”L x 35.83”W x 23.50”H

75.00 lbs.

FIRE PIT TABLE - WOOD GRAIN TOP

43.82”L x 35.83”W x 23.50”H

75.00 lbs.

LOVESEAT

32.50”L x 58.50”W x 34.00”H

53.00 lbs.

OTTOMAN

19.25”L x 24.50”W x 14.50”H

10.41 lbs.

Arm Chair

Loveseat

Ottoman

Fire Pit Table-Wood Grain

Fire Pit Table-Stone

FEATURES:
··

• Durable all-weather construction

··

• Wrought-iron and steel frames

··

··

··

• Deep-seating cushions wrapped
in premium outdoor fabric
• Two table-top tile options
• 40,000 BTU fire pit operates off a
20 lb. propane gas tank

··

• Additional color options available

··

• Some assembly required

··

• 1-year limited warranty

OCEANA COLOR OPTIONS

Clockwise from top: cushion cushion color, pillow pattern and frame color

Ocean Blue

Navy Blue

Crimson Red

6-Piece Set with a Fire Pit Table - Natural Stone Tile Top

Silver Lining

Country Cork

OCE6PCFP-NVY-TN in navy blue with stone-top fire pit

This 6-piece set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two
arm chairs, one loveseat and two ottomans. The cushions are offered
in five color options and come with four coordinating lumbar pillows.
The fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with glazed faux-wood
tiles. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid is included for the fire pit.
mmm
OCE6PCFP-BLU-TN (OCEAN BLUE / STONE).................................... UPC: 013964875768
OCE6PCFP-NVY-TN (NAVY BLUE / STONE) ...................................... UPC: 013964875799
OCE6PCFP-RED-TN (CRIMSON RED / STONE) ................................. UPC: 013964875812
OCE6PCFP-SLV-TN (SILVER LINING / STONE) ................................. UPC: 013964875836
OCE6PCFP-TAN-TN (COUNTRY CORK / STONE) ............................. UPC: 013964875850

6-Piece Set with a Fire Pit Table - Wood Grain Tile Top
This 6-piece set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two
arm chairs, one loveseat and two ottomans. The cushions are offered
in five color options and come with four coordinating lumbar pillows.
The fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with the look and feel of
natural stone. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid is included for the
fire pit.

OCE6PCFP-BLU-TN in ocean blue with stone-top fire pit

OCE6PCFP-SLV-WG in silver linings with tile-top fire pit

OCE6PCFP-BLU-WG (OCEAN BLUE / TILE)........................................ UPC: 013964875751
OCE6PCFP-NVY-WG (NAVY BLUE / TILE).......................................... UPC: 013964875782
OCE6PCFP-RED-WG (CRIMSON RED/ TILE)...................................... UPC: 013964875805
OCE6PCFP-SLV-WG (SILVER LINING / TILE)...................................... UPC: 013964875829
OCE6PCFP-TAN-WG (COUNTRY CORK / TILE).................................. UPC: 013964875843

OCE6PCFP-TAN-WG in country cork with tile-top fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

